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Abstract Evidence from cross-linguistic priming

suggests that bilinguals can share their representations

of constructions that occur in both languages. Some

studies suggest that such sharing occurs only when the

constructions involve identical syntactic categories

and word order, thereby supporting a restricted shared-

structure account of bilingual linguistic representa-

tion. But other studies suggest that such exact

repetition is not necessary for priming. To address

this question, we conducted an experiment in which

bilingual speakers of Scottish Gaelic and English

heard Gaelic utterances involving actives, two types of

passives, or noun phrase conjunctions (as a baseline),

and then produced English transitive descriptions.

Their target descriptions tended to use the same

construction as the prime utterances. As both active

and passive word order differs between Gaelic and

English, the results support a less restricted shared-

structure account of bilingual linguistic

representation.

Keywords Blingualism � Cross-linguistic priming �
Language production � Scottish Gaelic � Structural
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Introduction

Traditional cognitive science has largely concentrated

on a group of people who are not particularly

representative of the world as a whole. One aspect of

this narrow perspective is that studies of how people

represent and process language has focused on mono-

linguals (i.e., typically English-speaking), or has

developed theories of monolingualism even if the

participants in the experiments actually speak multiple

languages. Of course, interest in bilingualism (and

multilingualism) has greatly increased in recent years,

but even then the emphasis is on speakers of Germanic

or Romance languages, or occasionally of other

dominant (majority) languages such as Mandarin

Chinese, Japanese, or Russian. A goal of cultural

cognitive science is to present theories that draw on

people from minority cultures, and an important way

to develop such theories is to investigate the way that

their bilingualism impacts on their cognitive

processes.

In this paper, we consider the representation and

processing of linguistic information in bilingual

speakers of Scottish Gaelic and English. Scottish
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Gaelic (henceforth, Gaelic) is a language of the

Goidelic branch of the Celtic language family, which

itself is a branch of Indo-European, and is most closely

related to Irish, Manx, and Canadian Gaelic (see Lamb

2001). According to the Scotland’s 2011 Census

Office for National Statistics (2016), there are 57,000

fluent speakers (1.1% of the population), largely living

in the Hebrides (and some areas of the Highlands). All

speakers (of school age and above) are bilingual with

English. These speakers’ vocabulary and grammar

differ considerably, depending for example on dialect,

age, or whether people were taught using Gaelic-

Medium Education, and so our participants may not be

representative of all Gaelic speakers.

In this paper, we consider the extent to which

bilinguals share information between their languages.

There is strong evidence for parallel activation of

bilinguals’ two lexicons (e.g., Kroll and Ma 2018).

More importantly, there also appears to be parallel

activation of syntactic (grammatical) knowledge, as

we shall see. But does such parallel activation occur

when the languages are very different from each

other?We can investigate this question using bilingual

speakers of Gaelic and English, as the languages are

typologically very different; for example, Gaelic has

the basic word order VSO (Verb–Subject–Object)

rather than SVO (Subject–Verb–Object).

Structural priming between languages and its

limitations

It is well known that speakers tend to repeat their own

or other people’s constructions within a language

(Bock 1986; Branigan et al. 2000)—a phenomenon

known as structural (or syntactic) priming. For exam-

ple, Bock (1986) showed that people were more likely

to describe a picture using an English passive if they

had just used an English passive to describe an

unrelated picture than if they had just used an English

active for that purpose. Such priming has been

demonstrated for many languages and constructions

even when the sentences are otherwise unrelated

(Pickering and Ferreira 2008). In particular, these

findings support the representation of abstract struc-

tures such as the passive (Branigan and Pickering

2017).

In the same way, priming can be informative about

the sharing of abstract structures across languages.

Hartsuiker et al. (2004) found that Spanish–English

bilinguals tended to produce an English passive more

frequently after a Spanish passive (e.g., El camion es

perseguido por el taxi, ‘‘The truck is chased by the

taxi’’) than after a Spanish active (El taxi persigue el

camion, ‘‘The taxi chases the truck’’). Importantly,

these transitive constructions in Spanish have the same

form as in English, with both passives having a noun

phrase specifying the agent, an auxiliary verb, a past

participle, and a prepositional phrase specifying the

patient, and both actives having a noun phrase

specifying the agent, a main verb, and a noun phrase

specifying the patient.

Does cross-linguistic priming require such repeti-

tion of constituents and constituent order? Some

studies suggest that this is the case. Loebell and Bock

(2003) found cross-linguistic priming between Eng-

lish and German datives (which share word order), but

not between transitives (which do not share word

order, as the German passive has the past participle at

the end of the sentence). Bernolet et al. (2007) found

that participants were primed to describe a red shark as

de haai die rood is (‘‘The shark that red is’’) rather than

de rode haai (‘‘The red shark’’) after a similar

description in German (which shares adjective-verb

word order with Dutch), but not after a similar

description in English. Finally, Salamoura and Wil-

liams (2007) found that dative priming from Greek to

English was dependent on word-order repetition.

In contrast, other studies have found priming in the

absence of word-order repetition. For example, Shin

and Christianson (2009) found priming of two types of

dative sentences across languages in Korean–English

bilinguals, even though the verb occurs sentence-

finally in Korean, but not in English. However, a third

type of dative did not show priming effects. Bernolet

et al. (2009) found that Dutch–English bilinguals

tended to produce passives after Dutch passives with

the same word order as English, but also after Dutch

passives in which the prepositional phrase occurred

before the verb. This latter study is particularly

important because it suggests that the passive con-

struction (rather than simply the order of constituents)

may be primed and hence represented. But given the

complexity of previous findings, it would be important

to determine whether priming occurs for actives and

passives that differ greatly in their structure across

languages, using two languages that are not closely

related.
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Scottish Gaelic does not have a single type of

passive, but rather several constructions in which the

patient is emphasized and the agent demoted, and

which meet other criteria associated with passive-

hood (see Payne 1997). The two constructions that

appear to correspond most closely to the English

passive are what we call the be-passive (1a) and the

go-passive (1b). The be-passive emphasizes the cur-

rent state, and has a roughly adjectival interpretation

due to the aspectual particle air (Adger 2007). The go-

passive is ‘‘non-agentive’’ and conveys the meaning

‘‘come to pass’’, in which emphasis is placed on the

event using the (suppletive) auxiliary rach (‘‘to go’’).

It can have an eventive or adjectival interpretation (the

latter occurring when the agent is omitted).

1a. Tha an uinneag air a bristeadh.

Be the window ASP 3FS break-VN.

‘‘The window has been broken’’ (i.e., emphasis

on its current state).

1b. Chaidh an uinneeag a bristeadh.

Went the window PRT break-VN.

‘‘The window was/got broken’’ (i.e., emphasis

on the act leading to the current state).

Note. ASP: aspect; 3FS: Third person-feminine-

singular; VN: verbal noun; PRT: preterite.

It should be clear that neither construction is partic-

ularly similar in lexical or syntactic terms to the

English passive. In both cases, the word order is of

course different from English. In addition, the be-

passive involves a particle air that has no correspon-

dence in English, whereas the go-passive involves a

verb (Chaidh, ‘‘went’’) that is not used in English. If

priming requires close repetition between languages,

then neither construction should prime the production

of English passives. But if such close repetition is not

needed, then one or both constructions may serve as

effective primes. Note also that active sentences have

different word orders in Gaelic and English, and so

priming between Gaelic and English actives is simi-

larly only possible if priming does not require close

repetition.

To investigate these issues, we conducted a cross-

linguistic structural priming study in which English–

Gaelic participants read Gaelic be- and go-passives, as

well as actives and conjoined noun phrases (as

baselines), and investigated whether such utterances

primed their subsequent production of English

descriptions of transitive events. If priming requires

close repetition, then the form of the Gaelic prime

should not affect the form of the English description.

But if priming does not require close repetition,

then the form of the Gaelic primemight affect the form

of the English description. We assume that any such

priming would be localized to passives (as priming of

highly frequent constructions such as actives does not

typically occur), but we made no assumption about

whether priming would occur with be-passives, go-

passives, or both. We used conjoined noun phrases as

baselines because they did not involve a verb (hence

would be unrelated to any of the experimental

conditions) but did involve two entities (as in the

experimental conditions).

We used items in which prime and target referred to

unrelated events, and hence would not involve trans-

lation-equivalent verbs. Although such meaning rep-

etition can enhance priming (Schoonbaert et al. 2007),

an experiment using translation-equivalent verbs

would not allow us to draw general conclusions about

the relationship between transitive constructions

across languages.

Experiment

Participants

Twenty-two English–Gaelic bilinguals aged

15–18 years (M = 16.31; SD = 0.03) from two

schools participated in the study (15 females). All

participants reported English as their dominant lan-

guage and were fluent in Gaelic. All participants had

been exposed to Gaelic from birth, with most learning

Gaelic and English simultaneously, excluding one

participant who considered Gaelic to be her first

language. A fluent Gaelic speaker from the University

of Edinburgh (who was judged to have a neutral

accent) recorded the prime sentences. Participants

completed a questionnaire that included the informa-

tion reported in Table 1. All participants scored a

mean of above 4.5 (out of 7) across listening, speaking,

reading, and writing in Gaelic (M = 5.69, SD = 0.62).

They also carried out an English–Gaelic and Gaelic–

English translation test involving 15 English sentences

and 15 Gaelic sentences adapted from Dorian’s (1981)
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elicitation task, in which 2 marks were awarded for

grammar and 2 marks were awarded for vocabulary.

Items

To determine how English–Gaelic bilinguals per-

ceived and used be- and go-passives, 28 further

participants (ages: 14–79; 27 with English as L1, 1

with Dutch as L1; mean age at beginning of Gaelic

acquisition: 13.30 years) provided ratings for a be-

passive (Bha am manach air a bhuaileadh leis an

tidsear), a go-passive (Chaidh am manach a bhuai-

leadh leis an tidsear), and an English translation (The

monk was hit by the teacher) as presented in a

questionnaire. Nine participants rated the be-passive

as having a more similar meaning to the English

translation, 10 rated the go-passive as more similar,

and 9 rated them as equally similar; 6 rated the be-

passive as more commonly used, 14 rated the go-

passive as more commonly used, and 8 rated them

equally; 8 said the be passive was learned first, 9 said

the go-passive was learned first, and 7 said they were

learned at the same time (with 4 participants not

responding). Pearson’s Chi square tests (implemented

in R; R Core Team 2015) revealed no differences

between the sentence ratings. Importantly, the results

of the questionnaire provide no reason to assume that

any differences in priming between the two types of

passive would be due to differences in meaning.

We created 32 items, which consisted of prime

sentences, prime pictures, and target pictures. There

were four versions of each prime sentence, corre-

sponding to the four experimental conditions:

2a. Baseline (BL)

Am poileas agus am meirleach.

ART policeman and ART thief

‘‘The policeman and the thief.’’

2b. Active (A)

‘‘The policeman caught the thief.’’

Ghlac a’ poileas am meirleach.

catch-PAST ART policeman ART thief.

2c. be-passive (BE)

Bha am meirleach air a ghlacadh leis a’ poileas.

Be ART thief ASP ART catch-VN by ART

policeman

‘‘The thief was caught by the policeman.’’

2d. go-passive (GO)

Chaidh am meirleach a ghlacadh leis a’ poileas.

Went ART thief ART catch-VN by ART policeman

‘‘The thief went (got) caught by the policeman.’’

Note. PAST: past tense; ART: article; ASP: aspect;

VN: verbal noun.

Both prime and target pictures depicted an event

involving two entities. In the active, be- passive, and

go-passive conditions, they also contained one of eight

verbs compatible with the event (in Gaelic for the

prime pictures, and in English for the target pictures);

in the baseline condition, the target picture included a

verb but the prime picture did not. The patient always

occurred on the left (as this increases participants’

tendency to produce passives; Bock and Griffin 2000).

The prime pictures involved two human entities.

In the item set as a whole, three-quarters of the prime

pictures matched the Gaelic prime sentences; the

remainder differed in one of the entities or the action

depicted. The target pictures involved a human patient

and either an inanimate agent (8 pictures; e.g., an

ambulance hitting a doctor) or an animal agent (24

pictures; e.g. a mouse lifting a pirate). This design rules

out an explanation of any priming effect that makes

reference to animacy or humanness, for example a

tendency to repeat the animacy of the subject (cf. Bock

et al. 1992). The prime and target pictures always

depicted different entities and a different action.

There were also 67 filler items (134 pictures)

involving a ‘prime’ picture of one or more non-

Table 1 Participants’ profile, language experience, and pro-

ficiency by self-report in Gaelic

Variables Means (SD)

Age at testing (years) 16.31 (0.03)

Age when began acquiring Gaelic (years) 3.09 (1.57)

Gaelic conversation frequency (1–4 pt scale) 3.40 (0.50)

Speaking proficiency (1–7 pt scale) 5.50 (1.00)

Listening proficiency (1–7 pt scale) 6.55 (0.51)

Writing proficiency (1–7 pt scale) 5.23 (0.97)

Reading proficiency (1–7 pt scale) 5.50 (0.90)

English–Gaelic translation (/60) 45.05 (6.69)

Gaelic–English translation (/60) 55.14 (7.35)
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interacting objects (e.g., a policeman), a ‘prime’

simple NP (e.g., am poileas ‘a policeman’), and a

‘target’ picture (e.g., two apples). We assigned the

items to four lists such that each list contained one

version of each item and eight versions from each

condition (i.e., in a Latin-Square design), and the lists

were individually randomized.

Procedure

The experiment was implemented in E-Prime 2.0

software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh,

PA). Participants were tested in a quiet environment

and wore a headset with a microphone. Before starting

the task, the experimenter told the participants that

they would take part in a picture-matching task, in

which they would hear picture descriptions recorded

from a previous participant. Instructions were given in

English both orally and onscreen at the start of the

experiment. Firstly, participants were familiarized

with the characters that featured in the stimuli. The

participants were told there was no need to remember

the names, but that they should remember the char-

acters. They then took part in a practice block of seven

trials (i.e., three filler trials and one trial of each prime

type) and then had the opportunity to ask questions.

Each trial started with the prompt Eist (‘‘listen’’ in

Gaelic) for 1500 ms. A recorded Gaelic sentence was

then played, after which a picture appeared, with a

verb at the bottom in Gaelic. The participants pressed a

button to indicate whether the picture matched the

recorded sentence. The prompt Describe in English

then appeared for 1500 ms. Next, the target picture

appeared with a verb provided at the bottom in

English. After describing the picture in English,

participants pressed the space bar to proceed to the

next trial (see Fig. 1).

Results

A description was scored as an active if it contained

the agent as the sentence subject, the main verb, and

the patient as the direct object, in that order. It was

scored as a passive if it contained the patient as the

sentence subject, the verb, the preposition by, and the

agent, in that order. All other responses were scored as

an other response.

Performance on the picture-matching task was high

(mean: 90%). Overall, participants produced 704

English sentences, of which 40 were passives

(5.71%) (see Table 2 for the proportion of passives

produced by Prime type).

We conducted a generalized logistic mixed-mod-

elling analysis, in which each participant’s responses

on critical trials were entered as binomial data [i.e., if a

participant produced a passive response, it was coded

as ‘1’, if not (i.e., the participant produced an active or

other response), it was coded as ‘0’]. This binomial

data was compared across the prime types (i.e., BL, A,

Fig. 1 Example

experimental trial
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BE, or GO). A by-subjects, by-items analysis was

conducted in R using the ‘lme4’ package, version 1.1-

8 (Bates et al. 2013). Models included random

intercepts for subjects and items. Our predictors were

Prime type, Gaelic proficiency (i.e., mean score for

self-rated listening, speaking, reading, and writing;

scored as 1–7), and Exposure to Gaelic (i.e., 1 = ex-

posed at home, 0 = not exposed at home). The

Baseline condition was treated as the reference level.

A backwards stepwise elimination approach was used

to select predictors.

A full model including all predictors and a three-

way interaction did not significantly improve model fit

over the null model. Removing the interaction

between Exposure to Gaelic and the other two

predictors did not significantly decrease model fit

(p[ 0.05), neither did removing the predictor itself

(p[ 0.05). This left a model with the predictors Prime

type and Proficiency (see Tables 3, 4). Removing the

interaction term between these two predictors did not

significantly decrease model fit (p[ 0.05). However,

removing either Prime type (X2(3) = 8.71, p = 0.03)

or Proficiency significantly reduced model fit

(X2(1) = 5.01, p = 0.03). Therefore, the model of best

fit included Prime type and Proficiency as predictors.

This model was a significantly better fit of the data

than the null model (X2(4) = 13.71, p\ 0.01). Under

this model, participants produced significantly more

passives after a go-passive than after a baseline prime,

but did not produce significantly more passives after a

be-passive than after a baseline prime. There was also

a significant effect of Proficiency, such that higher

proficiency in Gaelic predicted a greater production of

passives in English.

Discussion

In our experiment, English–Gaelic bilinguals heard

transitive sentences in Gaelic and tended to repeat the

structure of those sentences when subsequently pro-

ducing English transitive sentences: The tendency to

produce English passives was affected by whether the

prime sentence was a Gaelic be- or go-passive, active,

or non-transitive baseline. Such cross-linguistic prim-

ing occurred even though the word order of the Gaelic

sentences was different from their English equivalents

(and occurred between unrelated sentences with verbs

that were not translations of each other).

These results therefore suggest that cross-linguistic

structural priming does not require word-order repe-

tition, in accord with studies such as Bernolet et al.

(2009) and Shin and Christianson (2009), but in

contrast to other studies such as Loebell and Bock

(2003), Bernolet et al. (2007), and Salamoura and

Williams (2007). Bernolet et al. (2009) found that

transitive priming does not require word order repe-

tition, and we found equivalent results for languages

that are less closely related than English and Dutch.

The word order in Gaelic transitives (and indeed in

Table 2 Proportion of passives produced (as a proportion of all responses in that condition) across all participants following each

prime type

Baseline Active BE-passive GO-passive

Proportion of passives 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.10

Table 3 Beta, standard errors, z values and p values for prime

type and proficiency on number of passives produced

Fixed effects b SE z p

Intercept - 10.83 3.41 - 3.175 0.002

PrimeType (A) - 0.20 0.65 - 0.31 0.76

PrimeType (BE) 0.68 0.57 1.20 0.23

PrimeType (GO) 1.27 0.53 2.37 0.02

Proficiency 8.36 3.96 2.11 0.03

Model fit by ML

Table 4 Variance for random effects

Random effects

Item Intercept 0.13 (0.36)

Subject Intercept 1.05 (1.03)

Model fit by ML

No. of observations = 704
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Gaelic more generally) differs fundamentally from

English with respect to the position of the verb, yet

cross-linguistic priming still occurs.

We therefore propose that Gaelic and English share

some representations associated with ‘‘active’’ and

‘‘passive’’ sentences. Such representations are pre-

sumably more abstract than constructions (Goldberg,

1995), as be- and go-passives in Gaelic have suffi-

ciently different meanings that they correspond to

different constructions (cf. the dative alternation in

English). The shared representations might corre-

spond to agent- versus patient-focusing, an explana-

tion that would be compatible with the finding that

OVS sentences in Polish prime passives in English

(Fleischer et al. 2012). However, a full investigation of

the locus or loci of priming would require extensive

experimentation.

Note that the pairwise comparisons demonstrate

that go-passives prime English passives, but do not

demonstrate that be-passives prime English pas-

sives. This lack of priming should be treated with

caution (in part because of the relatively small

number of passives produced overall). But overall

the study provides some evidence for similarity

between go-passives and English passives. Priming

therefore does not seem to depend on having the

same auxiliary verb across languages (because go-

passive priming occurred even though the verb

chaidh means ‘‘go’’ rather than ‘‘be’’). We know that

cross-linguistic priming does not require primes and

targets to involve main verbs that are translation

equivalents (e.g., Schoonbaert et al. 2007), and this

study suggests that auxiliary verbs need not be

translation equivalents either.

If priming does not occur between Gaelic be-

passives and English passives, then it may relate to the

fact that the be-passive has the aspectual particle air

which has no correspondence in English. This finding

would not straightforwardly fit with Bock’s (1989)

finding that priming occurs irrespective of closed-class

repetition (Bock, 1989). But note that prime and target

differ in the presence of a particle (air) rather than the

repetition of one or other preposition (e.g., to or for),

and it may be that the presence of air means that prime

and target have sufficiently different constituent

structure to preclude priming. Clearly, we cannot be

certain whether such an explanation is correct or

whether we have simply failed to detect a priming

effect involving be-passives.

The experiment also revealed an effect of profi-

ciency, with participants who were more proficient in

Gaelic producing more passives in English. It may be

that some participants were generally linguistically

sophisticated and this was reflected both in their

proficiency in Gaelic and their tendency to use a

relatively uncommon English construction. Alterna-

tively, proficient Gaelic users may have encountered

many Gaelic passives, which had a long-term role in

enhancing use of English passives (in a way presum-

ably related to priming and hence particularly to

experience of go-passives). Note that the effect of

proficiency does not demonstrate any effect of profi-

ciency on priming, and so we cannot conclude that

proficiency affects the degree to which representations

are integrated across languages (cf. Bernolet et al.

2013). Of course, our participants were quite homoge-

nous in terms of age, learning environment, and self-

rated proficiency, and further work is needed to

investigate this issue.

In conclusion, we have reported a study showing

cross-linguistic priming between two distantly related

languages with extensive differences in word order,

and have used the findings to support the sharing of

linguistic representations in bilinguals. More gener-

ally, our study is an example of an investigation of a

minority language that is very different from the

languages that have been the focus of the great

majority of psycholinguistics, and therefore consti-

tutes an example of cultural cognitive science.
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